
T H E  S M A R T E R  T E A M  B U I L D I N G  A LT E R N AT I V E

TEAM  N AV I G ATO RSM

Aim high? 
Hold itself accountable? 
Engage in fruitful conflict? 

Does your team .....

SM



“The activities at the retreat felt authentic. 
My people walked away with permission to get 
beyond ‘Midwest nice’ and speak more freely.  
Team Navigator has strengthened individual 
contributions, relationships and helped us to  
surface and work through differences of opinion.”
VALERIE BLANCHETT  
VP Human Resources, The Andersons

DATA DRIVEN 
DESIGN 

We tailor the retreat 
based on data from 
feedback surveys, 

coaching, and interviews.

INDIVIDUAL AND 
TEAM FOCUS 

Each team member 
learns how they can 

contribute to or hinder 
team success.

ALIGNED BEHAVIOR 
CHANGE 

Our process and model 
align your team’s 

behavior with strategic 
business priorities.

TEAM LEADER 
SUPPORT

We coach your team 
leader at every step of 
the process to sustain 

momentum.

W H Y  T E A M  N A V I G A T O R ?

How Team Navigator 
Levels Up Your Team 

UNDERSTAND 
YOUR TEAM
Multiple streams of 
feedback and data  
help us customize  

your process
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BUILT FOR TEAMS WITH... 
✔  Common Goals
✔  Interdependent Work
✔  6+ Months of History

DEVELOP EVERY 
INDIVIDUAL
Individual coaching  
provides each team  

member a clear  
roadmap for change
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ALIGN YOUR 
TEAM

Customized, interactive 
one-day retreat to  
learn effectiveness  

and prioritize 
development areas

4

COACH THE 
LEADER

Specialized coaching  
on group level data  

and team dynamics to 
prepare for the retreat
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COMMIT 
TO SUCCESS

Team level commitments  
are enhanced by individual 
commitments tied to team 

development priorities

5
SUSTAIN 

MOMENTUM
Support options  

for your Team Leader 
to continue team 

development
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Team effectiveness, not dysfunction
For teams to thrive, they need to see what a healthy, effective 
team looks like. Successful teams focus on doing the right 
things, not avoiding doing the wrong things. This is why the 
Team Navigator emphasizes team effectiveness, rather than 
team dysfunction.  

The Team NavigatorSM model helps teams succeed by showing 
them what good teamwork looks like so they can examine 
what they do as a team to support effective teamwork and 
what they could change to be even more effective.  Team 
Navigator’s nine facets of effective teams, embedded within 
three broad dimensions, provide a framework for team 
effectiveness that gives team members a common language 
and shared understanding of the characteristics of highly 
effective teams. First and foremost, teams need a clear 
sense of purpose—they need to know what they are trying 
to achieve, and they need to have a way to keep track of their 
progress toward that goal. Without a clear purpose, individual 
agendas will drain the team’s focus and energy as team 
members will push for their own needs and put them above 
the team. Second, successful teams need the right people in 
the right roles. The best teams optimize their talent-task fit by 
making sure each team member is assigned to work they are 
the best suited to, and when there are mis-fits the team finds 
a way to compensate.  Lastly, highly effective teams have a 
strong team climate that aligns well with the team’s purpose 
and makes the team resilient to obstacles. 

Behaviors, not personality 
While exploring individual differences in personality profiles 
among team members can provide an interesting and 
entertaining exercise common among team building 
interventions, this approach does little to help a team change 
actual behavior. Team Navigator measures specifics behavior 
among team members necessary for team success. Rather 
than label a team or its members with static personality traits, 
teams can make lasting change in their habits and results 
when they focus on improving behaviors like “sharing 

A MODEL FOR TRULY EFFECTIVE TEAMS

What Makes Team Navigator Smarter?

information”, “addressing conflict constructively” or “using 
metrics, not personal preference, to drive decision making.”  
Team building should be about changing behavior for the 
better, not labeling the team using traits of individuals and 
then trying to translate that back to work related team 
activities. By focusing on behaviors, the team gets a clear set 
of specific actions they can take to improve team functioning.

Individual and team focus
While a focus on team success is essential for effective 
teams, all team behavior is made up of individual behavior. 
Team Navigator assesses each team member’s behavior on 
the team, to examine patterns necessary for team success. 
For example, while team members may say trust is good on 
the team in general, they may be overlooking some pockets 
of mistrust.  Instead of asking for feedback about the team 
globally, the Team Navigator gets a much more honest and 
accurate measure of team cohesion by asking each team 
member how much they trust each team member. This 
approach allows for an overall view of the team, but it also 
uncovers the true dynamics within the team and allows 
facilitators to help the team discover its true strengths and 
address any roadblocks in a safe and confidential manner. 
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